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Dawn Monique Edmond is the Editor-in-Chief of Deep 
House - The House Music Magazine. She is a freelance 
writer, having contributed several articles to various maga-
zines. Dawn is also a co-host of “Let’s Talk Situationships” 
on the Glam and Reg Show, where she advises fans who 
submit anonymous questions about “Situationships.” She 
is the CEO of Enid-Books Corp., a Publishing Company, 
and the Author of “Till The Break of Dawn” and “Bridging 
the Gap” and the Co-Author of “When A Father Fails” and 
“What Have I Gotten Myself Into.”  You can follow Dawn 
on all social media apps @DawnMoniqueEdmond and @
Enidbookscorp

DJ George A. has 25+ years in the entertainment industry, 
from working on Tours with City High, A Boogie, The 
LOX’s, etc, to Co-Producing Essex County's first 
Outdoor Concert/Festival. I am no stranger to “House 
Music” I’ve witnessed some legendary clubs, both 
HipHop and House, i.e., The Latin Quarters, The Fun 
House, Disco Fever, Harlem World,  The Red Parrot, 
The Garage, Zanzibar, The Mirage among others. The 
concept of Deep House Magazine came when House 
Music was not getting the respect it deserves. The Term 
“House Music” is around the same age as “HipHop” The 
two genres runs parallel with 1 being a Billion Dollar 
entity, and the other being a Global entity with little or 
no support from the Fortune 500 Companies and Record 
Labels. Our goal is to give our readers a inside look of 
the DJs, Producers, Dancers, & Promotors. 
WE ARE DEEP HOUSE!

    EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Wynter Aiken is Magazine Layout Graphics Designer for 
Deep House Magazine. She is also a Contributing Writer 
for BAUCE Magazine, Emoir Magazine, and is Editor in 
Chief for RGP Muse Magazine under Rahway Girlz Pub-
lishing. Writing and editing is her life and ever evolving 
craft that she hopes you will enjoy reading!

DJ Dan Shivers,  Owner and cor-
respondant of Soulful House 
Nation, he also serves as Event 
Corresponant for DNM

Hannah Abiona, Deep House 
Magazine coorespondant and 
contributor

Ms Yazz,  Contibuting Writer/ 
Life Change Coach Ms Yazz Roar, 
owner of Be Your Life Change 
LLC .Planting seeds for the pur-
pose of growth and change 
while breaking the stigma and 
judgment of others, anony-
mously, because of what’s hid-
den deep in their unspoken sto-
ries of secrets.

Zakeya Thomas-Coles, Celebrity  
Sign Language Translator at One 
Nation Under House, she is also 
the owner of New Jersey Festi-
vals Events and Sounds works as 
Event Specialist and coorespon-
dant with DHM

AngelsNPACT, The Founder of 
“Angels NPACT” nonprofit or-
ganization in the Atlanta area. 
Because of her passion for 
House Music, She is the Atlanta’s 
talent and research coorespon-
dant

Andrea Dialect is a woman mo-
tivated to inform, inspire and 
promote change. She is a writ-
er, a journalist, photojournal-
ist, life coach, mentor, motiva-
tional speaker and performance 
artist. Mz. Dialect developed 
a one woman show and em-
powerment workshops, initially 
formed out of the experiences 
that she gained from life and 
others to inspire.

    LAYOUT GRAPHICS DESIGNER

Lisa White, Publisher at at Brown 
House Publishing, she also is a 
Coorespondant contributor & 
Editor for Deep House Magazine
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Born and raised in Elizabeth New Jersey, 
Oscar Sierra, also known as O. Diggs, grew up in a 
Latin household.  With his mother from Cuba and 
father from Ecuador, he was exposed to a wide 
variety of Latin sounds. Oscar grew up watching 
his parents be part of a Latin cover band where 
his father played the congas and mother was a 
backup singer. Spending most of his summers 
in Miami with his abuelos (grandparents), he 
gained a bigger appreciation for music as it was 
a large part of his culture. Along with several 
uncles that were DJs at events and nightclubs 
in the metro NY and NJ areas, he learned to DJ 
at a young age and always kept it as a hobby, 
eventually turning it into a passion.  With love for 
many genres of music, Oscar developed a sound 
unique to himself.  Influenced musically by most 
Latin genres, he also has a strong background in 
pop, reggae, and hip-hop.  In the mid 90’s, Oscar 
fell in love with the house and techno scene of 
the New York nightlife.  Nightclubs such as Lime-
light, Tunnel, and Twilo gave inspiration to some 
of the sounds he spins today, keeping the vibe 
and magic of the past going strong.

In 2005, the name O. Diggs was born after 
laying roots in Atlanta. Oscar Zoroaster Phadrig 
Norman Henkle Emmanuel Ambroise Diggs; 
better known as the “Wizard of OZ” the great and 
powerful. The all-knowing ruler of the Land of OZ 
- a mentor - a healer - a guide and highly vener-
ated by his subjects, Oscar took that name and
shortened it to what you know today, O. Diggs,
as he believes that the power of music can lift

SPOT LIGHT DJ 
2023

DJ  O DIGS

spirits, heal, and guide people to happiness or 
his “Land of OZ” which he creates on the dance 
floor. 

Priding this magical meaning, O. Diggs has 
played private events, yacht parties, and well-
known established night clubs in the heart of 
Atlanta. He finds himself as a resident DJ to Be-
lieve Music Hall, Odyssey After, and Wildpitch 
Underground.  He has had the pleasure to be 
support for Dubfire, David Morales, Anthony 
Attalla, Saeed Younan, Felix Da Housecat, Chus 
& Ceballos, Dennis Ferrer, Thomas Jack, and 
Kryder just to name a few!  Today, O. Diggs’ 
versatility has made him very active and well 
known in the house/techno scene, having 
played at Moonshine Festival, Miami Music 
Week, and Imagine Music Festival in 2016, 
2017 and 2018, and most recently starting his 
own production company known as Oscar & 
Thea Present. With many more ventures to 
come, O. Diggs hopes to continue helping the 
scene grow and flourish while keeping the es-
sence of it alive.

Social Media: www.facebook.com/Odiggs10/
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/o_diggs
MixCloud:    www.mixcloud.com/O_Diggs/
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EVERY SUNDAY 4PM TO 6PM
TWITCH.TV/JUSTHEDJ
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Steve ChiProfess Patterson is a Music Pro-
ducer/DJ from Chicago, currently residing in 
Atlanta.  Steve has been releasing music under 
the moniker “ChiProfess” since 2013 with sev-
eral releases in the Soulful House music genre, 
working with several labels including House 
4 Life, Toupee Records, Tambor Music, Afrique 
Electrique and Cyberjamz.  ChiProfess released 
the top charting tune “Dance 4 You” featuring 
Cortney LaFloy on the Tambor Music Label in 
2014.  Chi has done remixes and original music 
with several artists including Kwi B. Cortney 
LaFloy, Nadiyah Day, Gaelle, Mona Bode’, Robb 
Clark and Q of CyphaHouse.  ChiProfess has 
been DJing since the late 80s with multiple 
club and outdoor event residencies over the 
years spanning his career.  Chi established 
his music brand, “Soul Synergy” in 2013 with 
monthly events and the Soul Synergy Music 
label.

ChiProfess and his partner 
Q of CyphaHouse aka Galactic 
Soul Singer merged in 2020 
to form the music group and 
label Galactic Soul Synergy.  
The Galactic Soul Synergy mu-
sic label has released several 
dancefloor anthems over the 
last three years all charting in 
the top 100 on Traxsource, and 
the music just keeps coming.
cubilia Curae;

https://galacticsoulsynergy.bandcamp.com/
https://www.traxsource.com/artist/109443/chiprofess
https://instagram.com/chiprofess
https://www.tiktok.com/@chiprofess_1111
https://www.facebook.com/steven.patterson.792740/

Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra

STEVE CHIPROFESS
PATTERSON

Tommas Accumsan
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DJ Warren’s love for music dates back to the 1970s when he fell in love with Hip-Hop as a DJ in 
the 80s. Life’s circumstances led him to stop DJing in the late 80s, but he discovered a new style of 
music in the 90s when he heard a DJ playing Club Music. This soul-moving music style made his 
body move in a different way and left him with a desire for the same feeling.

In 2020, after a 25-year hiatus, DJ Warren made a bet with a fellow DJ that he could still rock the 
house, and he proved it by getting everyone dancing. Despite practicing for a year, no one would 
let him play at their parties, so he took matters into his own hands and obtained a permit to play at 
Rockaway Beach. To his surprise, the whole neighborhood came out continuously, just to hear him 
play.

DJ Warren has created a platform for fellow DJs to showcase their talent and to give recording 
artists, such as Aaron K. Gray, Anaya Weathers, Luckee, and Zaylan, an opportunity to perform at 
events like the Rockaway Beach House Music Festival. The festival features a variety of DJs from all 
over the country, including Dawud Johnson, DJ Ameer, DJ ChillX, DJ DaVyne, Ms. Melodic, DJ Mark 
Blake, DJ Rudy, and DJ Augie, who get the crowd moving with their beats.

DJ Warren has taken this same formula to Wu Lou Lounge in Brooklyn, NY, where he hosts Our 
House Sundays. DJs from all over the country, including Chicago, Atlanta, Houston, New Jersey, and 
New York, travel to play sets every week.

DJ Warren’s love for House Music has taken him to many states, including Baltimore, Atlanta, 
New Jersey, and Connecticut, where he continues to share his passion for soul-moving beats.

DJ 
WARREN
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YUSEF
TERRY 
AKA L

Yusef Terry, also known as Lil D, is a 
seasoned DJ and music producer hailing 
from St. Albans, Queens NY. He made a 
name for himself as a teenager throwing 
after-school and basement parties that 
quickly gained popularity in his neigh-
borhood. With his undeniable talent and 
passion for music, Yusef landed DJing 
gigs at local after-hours clubs, cement-
ing his position as one of the most 
sought-after DJs in Queens.

In the early 2000s, Yusef moved to At-
lanta, Georgia, where he quickly made 
a name for himself as a resident DJ at 
some of the city’s most iconic parties, 
including Secrets, Late Night Sessions, 
and Free Ur Soul. It was during this time 
that he developed a love for soulful deep 
house music, and he began producing 
his own tracks in that style.
Yusef is the founder of the highly suc-
cessful ATL Greenhouse Festival, which 
takes place at Piedmont Park in Atlanta. 
The festival is a celebration of music, art, 
and culture, and has become a must-at-
tend event for music lovers from all over 
the country.

IN ADDITION TO HIS FESTIVAL, YUSEF IS 

A RESIDENT DJ FOR THE NEW UPCOM-



DJ 
PUNCH 

ZANZIBAR
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From a young age Lil Meesh has always loved music, she grew up lis-
tening to RnB, Hip hop, Reggae, Jungle and UK Garage. During her early 
20’s one of her close friends introduced her to House music , from then on 
Lil Meesh has travelled around the UK and abroad for the love of House.

During Covid she had an opportunity to listen to a lot of influential Dj’s 
and Producers, Many Dj’s were playing music online and after a long shift 
at the Hospital working as a Nurse Lil Meesh would tune in to a live  set 
and show support of which she does to date. This was also musical thera-
py for Lil Meesh during those testing times.

After spending time listening to Dj’s she felt inspired by many to play 
music.  DJ Ryte Nou form the USA has been teaching Lil Meesh via video 
call how to mix. This has been a unique way to learn and the support 
is ongoing. Lil Meesh has also been working with local DJ Man Cue, he 
taught her how to play on industrial standard equipment and very soon 
the three of them have their first event together.

Now that Lil Meesh has her own streaming platform to play on she has 
the opportunity for people to enjoy the musical vibe she creates. Al-
though it has been under 5 months since Lil Meesh started to play music 

The future is bright
The future is positive 
The future is happiness, that my philosophy 

LIL MEESH

SPOT LIGHT
DJ 2023
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the response has been amaz-
ing and many opportunities 
are starting to come her way.

Lil Meesh is looking for-
ward to what the future holds 
regarding her musical jour-
ney. The support has been 
amazing and it is humbling 
to know that her musical 
journey is also helping others 
with obstacles they are en-
during.
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The Women
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In molestie tincidunt lacus, non mollis 
tortor fringilla id. Donec ac porttitor sem. 
Ut vitae risus non velit adipiscing feugiat 
sed sagittis nibh. Vivamus sodales lectus 

augue. Interdum et malesuada fames ac 
ante ipsum primis in faucibus. Vivamus quis 
molestie leo. Integer malesuada, velit eget 
cursus suscipit, arcu risus tempus dolor, fa-
cilisis lacinia sapien ipsum adipiscing neque. 
Nullam et tempor lorem, eu cursus sapien. 
Etiam rutrum lectus ante, ac pellentesque 
nisl eleifend in. Vestibulum ante ipsum 
primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices 
posuere cubilia Curae;

Suspendisse sapien turpis, vehicula 
eget ultrices a, convallis ut tellus. Duis a 
ipsum ac dui consequat posuere a ut augue. 
Integer vehicula libero vitae risus adipiscing 
accumsan. Cras malesuada tellus sed leo 
pellentesque, sed rhoncus turpis vehicula. 
Nulla aliquet elit ut metus laoreet, eget ves-
tibulum augue suscipit. Fusce in massa felis. 
Morbi quis arcu vitae urna dapibus lobortis 
in vel nibh.

Phasellus nulla felis, venenatis in viverra 
et, suscipit vel ligula. Aliquam placerat dolor 
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What It Is 







DJ NUBIAN

THE NUBIAN
EXPERIENCE

The Nubian Experience is a multi-genre expression of DJ Nubians' thoughts and while still holding on to her individuality.
It is an honest attempt at allowing the masses to embrace her sincerity throughout their spirit and on the dancefloor.

DJ Nubian aka Diane Clarke is a fully insured, multi genre DJ from Brooklyn New York. Her journey as a DJ has
allowed her the opportunities to play in multiple cities such as Brooklyn, Charlotte NC, Newark, Plainfield, Jersey City
New Jersey,  as well the beautiful Island of  Montego Bay, Jamaica. DJ Nubian is known for sharing decks alongside some
of the best DJ's in the House Music Community like Naeem Johnson, DJ Beloved, Ray Vasquez, Hippie Torrales,  DJ
Pookie, and Dawud Johnson, Ricky Clark (Free Ride), Nunu Rox, Spirits In Motion, Lady D. Wells, DJ Wakeel Ali, and
Ms. Selek Kae, Lenny Fontanna, Crue Parish Shonda Trent, as well as Producers like Jeremias Santiago ("FTL - For
The Love"), Tariq Brody ("Afryk-n- Soul"), The great Timmy Regisford ("Shelter" NYC) and Becky Nunez- one of the
most sought out DJ booking agents in New York City.

DJ Nubian loves playing in indoors and outdoors venues where she can get up close and personal, bringing her DJ Nubian
Experience and energy to the dancers. She's one of few female DJ's available for hire with her own sound system and
specializes in playing all genres of music such as Hip Hop, House, RnB, old school, reggae, soca, afro beats, disco, slow
jams, edm/techno, etc.  
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T h e  S t o r y  o f  D J  N u b i a n
As far back as I can remember I've always had a love affair with music. Still
to this day, my mom says I was a very energetic and precocious child. I was
told that she would tie me to the legs of the stereo in the living room, I would
calm down, and rock back and forth to the beat. It seemed to have a melodic
effect on me. 



THE BEGINNING OF A MUSIC FILLED
DREAM

As I grew older, I always wanted to perform in front of a crowd. In high school I played the
drums and I also sang in the city wide chorus. Years went by and I started buying my own
records from J&R Music World. I would spend hours listening to new music. 

I would go home and practice scratching my
records on my mom's record player. “Good
Times” by Chic was my favorite scratch track.  
Soon after, hip-hop came along and I was
hooked. I got together with a female from
around the way and we formed a duo. 

We did all the neighborhood parties. She would
rap and I was the DJ. We had a ball.
Unfortunately, I got hooked up with the wrong
crowd and music was no longer available to me
since the state decided I could no longer be on
the street. 

When I returned, the game had changed. It was
no longer turntables but CDs. I felt the
technology was too much, so I did not continue
in my pursuit. I STILL WENT TO PARTIES
THOUGH!!!!!  To this day if I'm not playing
you can find me by the speaker studying the
music. 

A FRIEND OF MINE OBSERVED AND ASKED, "NUBIAN WHY DON'T YOU
GO BACK TO PLAYING MUSIC?"

 I told him of my fear of failure, and he convinced me to try again. I invested in my first
controller in 2016 and started making mixed sets. I gave them away for free just asking for
people to listen and give me some feedback and constructive criticism. 

"Follow Your Dreams"-DJ Nubian



 DRIVE 
AND

DETERMINATION
DJ NUBIAN IS A BLUEPRINT IN HOUSE

MUSIC

There was a time where some
DJs threw my CDs on the
ground in front of my face.
Some promoters said they'd
get back to me and didn't.
Some even said “you may be
good but you're not as good
as so and so”. I know this is
a male dominated field and
as a gay woman, I knew I
had an uphill fight.

 I still didn't let that deter me
because I am an individual
with drive and determination.

I also had God and a few
good people in my corner, so
I decided to throw my hat in
the ring and go for it.
Everything was going great
and progress was being
made. I started getting multi
genre gigs.



GOD'S GRACE
in the summer of 2021, I got hit with the news
that I had early-stage breast cancer and I was
devastated. I cried for days and wondered why
me. I decided again that my God was not going to
fail me, so I told people of my plight and decided
pain shared is pain lessened. I was quite surprised
that I was not alone.

My family and close people continued to support
me and as of the writing of this article I am
cancer free. It hasn't been easy but no matter
what I am here and with God's help, I am not
going anywhere anytime soon. 

A Soulful Sun after the Storm



For all the women out there- if I can survive this
adversity so can you. If anyone wants to talk to me

personally, I am approachable. I'm here to make
connections not enemies. May God continue to bless

each one of you.



DJDJDJ
NubianNubianNubian

FOLLOW DJ NUBIAN OF THE NUBIAN
EXPERIENCE-

AKA DIANNE CLARKE
FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT ME

EMAIL:   NUBIANDE0262@GMAIL.COM
TEL #  646-250-4953  

TWITCH.TV/DJNUBIAN_1
FACEBOOK.COM/DIANNE.CLARKE.923
SOUNDCLOUD.COM/DIANNE-CLARKE

MIXCLOUD.COM/DIANNE-CLARKE
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/CHAN

NEL/UCQAMGVSL-
QTPQFING9WYRJW





As a songwriter, I don't write. What
comes out is what's coming out, and
that's what we get. First, when I sit
down to record before I start, I tell
myself, "Okay, whatever is going to
come through me is going to come
through me."Sometimes I'll just listen to
a track after and think, Holy wow, look
what showed up. 

At other times as an observer, I listen
for my own healing. As a singer, I am
one of those people who, if I get a vibe
from a piece of music, I'll sing over it.
The genre doesn't mean much to me as
long as I'm feeling it; as a performer,
when I sing, I really dislike standing on
a stage where I'm far away from people
during my performance. I want to be in
it!
-MissFly

LOVE NOTES &
BACKSTAGE PASSES

AJ
Harvey
aka

MISSFly
Singer/Songwriter



When I was growing up, my generation was
raised by a generation who, for sixty-five
years, would work, pay for the house, raise the
kids, and spoil the grandchildren, and life was
good. However, choosing music as a direction,
but not choosing it, it chose me was unheard of.
But I was never satisfied with anything else. In
music, you can go from a good stable job
making eighty thousand a year to barely
making fifteen, so we're not here for the
money. We're here for air; this is oxygen. 

As a musician, keeping it separate in my mind
anyways allows me to play with MissFly in
terms of her character. She's someone that I
always wanted to be when I was growing up. 

My mom didn't see it as a career. She saw it as a
hobby, as everybody did, and when I left my eighty-
thousand-dollar job, and decided that I was going
to become her. I had the big house and when I left
the big house and all that stuff; After working in
Telecommunications for twenty-two years on the
technical side.   

I was comfortable with my decision. I realized that
money doesn't bring you everything you want.
Sometimes you have to leap in directions you didn't
think you would. It gave me a real opportunity for
my parents to see that. At this age, why would I
think that this is important? Well,  we all do. We
all want to make people proud. My mom told me it
took her a long time to realize that I wasn't in
nightclubs to be entertained.

SHE SO FLY

 I was in nightclubs to entertain. She
hadn't made the distinction between
what I do as work. Everything I do is to
make sure I do myself proud. I made
myself a deal, and everybody will
benefit from that in the long run and
the short run. I've had three hit songs
this year. 

So, I had a pretty good year. As
MissFly I have twenty-five song
releases and AJ and MissFly combined
36 songs. Things are beginning to pay
off.



Oddly enough, someone asked me to sing one day,
and I've been at it ever since. I was more of a
listener of House music than a participant.   My
start with the genre was when I was thirteen. I
started going to a Reggae studio: Old School
Reggae, not Dance Hall but more Lovers Rock. I
started doing background vocals for some of the
Reggae artists in the studio and then R&B for quite
some time. I wrote mainly after that because I liked
multiple genres and needed a clear indication of
where I fit in. 

Around 2019 I was on Facebook, and I came across
a page and saw Sean Ali playing a track. It was a
friend of a friend who shared it. I liked it, so I sent
him a message and said, "Hey, I know someone
interested in playing this kind of music here. I had
been working with a South African producer more
on piano-type stuff that was six years ago, and he
said, okay, are you a house music singer or a singer?
I think I was just gunning for the job when I told
him I'm a house music singer, although I did not
understand what He meant by that. I think I
understand it more now. 

I'm sometimes asked if I am a DJ for some odd reason that I'm not. I
have in the past, tried to do my own kind of skeleton track. Back in
the day, I had, on one occasion, done a skeleton track and given it to
a producer who turned it into an actual song that people liked. So
maybe I can add producer to that list but DJ, not. My partner Solly
Brown DJ's and I have a company together called Soul Productions.
He DJs and put's my songs together. We also do jingles for the show
and promote that. Our monthly vibes are uploaded to TrackSource.
It's a mixture of things, stuff that's new, stuff that's old. I do House
as well as another genre. I used to front a Funk & R & B band and
did a few songs with a gentleman named James Bryan, who used to be
in a band called Philosopher King which was a rock, R & B group.
But He and I had more acoustic stuff between us which is under AJ
Harvey on Spotify. There are places where I'm known more for my
acoustic music with James than House music.  

Before I get to that stage, my process starts with mentally not
thinking about it during the day. As the time nears, I'll go and
shower, and then I begin to look at myself and get into that feel, get
into character, and most of the time in the car on my way there, I
zone out. Get there, do the greet, and it's electric. I welcome what
comes. There is stuff done on gig that I cannot do anywhere else. But
it shows up on the stage. My father is from Guyana, and I grew up
listening to "Soca" music. I've gotten up on many other DJ Sets, and
pure “Soca” comes out of my mouth. How that happens? Not a clue!



No
Script

 I have my way of writing, and others have theirs; some people are
meticulous and will take things verse by verse, and some require a
big notepad, journal, and those kinds of things. I usually don't
write before; I usually write after. So I'll think everything up
freestyle, and if I like it, I keep building on it. In the end, I send it
off to the producer if they say they're cool with it. But that's if I
have to perform the song. Then I will write down the lyrics. For
me, the song has left me, and it's already gone. I have to go back
and write down all those tracks that I haven't done. When you
write, sing, and listen to yourself, you'll be your worst critic. You
can write a great song and feel like a genius; the next song, you sit
down to write and feel like a dunce.

When I came to London, I had only fronted a band. I'd been in
the studio but never sung to track. The first gig I did to track for
me listening to that was unbearable. It wasn't terrible. It was
good, actually. But despite what others think or say, I know
what's going on inside of me and in my own head. For instance,
one of my first big songs, "Decided," was actually something
different than what it was interpreted as. I don't discourage
anybody from interpreting however they want. I've had certain
production companies ask for the lyrics, and once I've written the
songs, ask me if you can explain what the lyrics mean; the answer
is no, but only in my head.  

 I also have a track called "More To Life" I had to listen to it
again to explain to them what I was trying to say because I was a
little lost. When I heard it, I realized it was like when someone
puts posted notes or motivational stickers on their mirror. It was a
short burst of advice. It wasn't a letter or a story; it was a bunch
of posted notes to myself. But I wouldn't have heard that when I
recorded it. Afterwards, if someone asked me, "What do you
make of this song." Then I'd listen and think, what the heck was
trying to say? I figure it out when I need to figure it out. 
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 Adele had written a song called "First
Love," and we were at a nightclub for an
open mic. Everybody had gone up with a full
band and I was expected to get up and do
this song. The song is just piano and vocals,
and it's very choppy. I have a video of it,
and during the whole song, the room is dead
quiet. There's a part when I go into a
bridge, and I thought, okay, what am I
going to do here?

 I waited, held them, and let them go. I
watched a scene in a movie some time ago
where this Singer says, "My job is to put
them in the palm of my hand and let them
go; I did that. I learned that night what
you're supposed to do at a performance
during my performance.

The first time I stood in front of an audience
with a backing track was also in London
actually. Fortunately, most people who
came out to see me were people with whom I
had built an online relationship during
Covid. It was exciting being around people
and that was the vibe in the room. But I
remember feeling quite overwhelmed and
nervous. 

I felt like a baby giraffe in some ways
because I was wearing stilettos. It was an
Afro track, and I thought, "Look at me,
I'm wearing stilettos, but I want to get
down." So I did. Now it doesn't matter
what I wear; it's always that kind of energy
although the first time was a bit stumbling.





Another thing is  I  wasn't  a  big talker  in-
between tracks because when you have a
band,  the band plays as  you're  talking.  The
room would go quiet  in  this  case,  and I 'd
awkwardly address  the crowd.  Because I
was nervous and sometimes funny enough,
reading the room in different  genres  can be
diff icult .  You have to pick your audience.
If  i t 's  a  House music  crowd,  i t 's  pretty
easy because they are pretty interested in
al l  of  i t .  Even i f  they weren't ,  they'd
probably st i l l  c lap their  hands.  

People  know me for  doing other  genres  as
wel l .  Although some give me that  blank
stare,  or  I  don't  know how to feel  about
that  react ion,  that  can be a l i t t le  bit
uncomfortable.  But  I  don't  get  those
awkward stares  from the House crowd ever.
It  is  real ly  nice  to  do what you l ike to do,
and people  l ike i t .  That  bui lds  into your
confidence,  and the next  t ime you come
out,  you feel  a  bit  br ighter.  So,  I  do have
those moments  when I  feel  social ly
awkward.  

Logical ly,  when you go from relat ive  obscurity to
being noticed,  people  tag you in  their  cat  v ideos and
things.  Because of  the world we l ive  in,  you don't
quite  know how far  you're  known.  You're
constantly wondering,  "do they know who I  am?"  I
l ike my privacy,  and when you go from obscurity to
being known,  and you're  in  the nightclub,
everybody's  talking to you,  kiss ing you,  and wants
a picture.  There are moments  when you also think I
don't  belong to myself  anymore.    But,  you have to
remember i ts  ego vs .  vessel .  I f  your ego plays into
it ,  you get  nervous al l  the t ime.   Even though you
need a bit  of  ego to have the courage to get  on that
stage,  when you take your ego out  of  the s i tuat ion,
know that  what's  there you didn't  create.  It 's  there
for  you,  so you step into i t .

I  worked with many people  I 've  never  met.
Honest ly,  I  had no idea who they were,  and even
nowadays.  I 'm glad I  have my partner  because he' l l
te l l  me this  is  the guy you talked to the other  day
or what not.  His  being on point  makes,  oh real ly,
wow, okay,  cool ,  easy.  I 'm st i l l  a  novice,  and I  l ike
that  about  not  knowing because you can get  shook
real  easy in  this  business.  You can get  shook by
having somebody perhaps that  you used to l isten to
a possible  col lab.  For me,  i t 's  Josh Malone,  and
every t ime I  hear his  voice,  I  say to myself ,  "Oh,  I
would just  love to do a duet  with you," It  seems so
far  away.  But  by the same token,  i t 's  not  that  far.
Sometimes I  feel  l ike,  wow if  I  get  that  cal l ,  I 'd
better  be ready,  so I  get  s l ight ly  int imidated.  Even
with that,  I  think i f  you st ick in  your own lane and
don't  worry about  anybody else.  

You do what you want and perhaps get  what  you
want.  If  you're  being hired,  for  a  PA, you can do
what you want.  My partner  DJs for  me when I  have
a PA, and he mixes the track so he knows that  i f
I 'm feel ing myself  up there,  he doesn't  mix in  the
next track.  He' l l  wait  for  the cue.  But  we're  stuck
if  he does a premix,  whereas a band gives  you more
f lexibi l i ty.  So I  created the medium. What also
makes me feel  comfortable  is  having someone who
can play off  me.  Sometimes,  an audience is  just
rol l ing with you and you don't  want  a  track to end
or you don't  want  i t  mixed in.  So I  know what a
room that  has come to see me looks l ike.

Sticky Notes
Being an Artist  isn't  l ike back in  the
day when you had to die  f irst  for
people  to pay attent ion.  There wasn't
any Facebook or  Instagram, and
because of  these platforms,  you can
pay attent ion to someone their  whole
career.  So I 've  been fortunate that  the
people  that  come up to me are pretty
much the same people  I  interact  with
onl ine and visa versa.  

My whole  thing is  i f  I  stay authentic
to myself ,  then I 'm f ine in  every
situation.  If  I  behave differently,
that's  where I  create confusion,  and i f
I  act  too big for  myself ,  I 'm l ikely
going to be humbled by somebody.   



Talking to people while I'm on
stage is easy because MissFly is
much braver than AJ in some
situations and much more at
ease than I am. 

AJ is my name on Facebook
because someone challenged me
on it, so they wouldn't allow me
to keep MissFly. If you're an
entertainer at one time, people
with fake names were okay, but
not as a brand. For this
interview, MissFly is being
interviewed. I separate the two
to be humble.   

Because sometimes you can
really get swept up in your own
crap, and the crap people feed
you. When you have a piece of
the limelight, everybody tells you
how great you are, and they can
have you thinking that you're
greater than you really are. 

It would help if you were humbled
sometimes, but not in a bad way. It would
be best to have people around you who see
you for who you are. We have a little one
in the family, and this child can care less.
I'd say, this is me singing, and He's like,
"You want to go play hide and seek?" So
those types of things do keep you
grounded.

One of the harder things in this business is
connecting at all time but distancing
yourself to appease the need for isolation;
even when that’s Instagram, Facebook or
wherever on social media. There is
something to be said in this time about
isolating yourself.  I went through being
someone who is used to being in a room
creating all day. To someone who has to
go out and meet people, it's an adjustment.
Once again I’m thankful that I have a
partner who was, for lack of a better word,
part of the rave scene, the party scene,
much more than I was because I wasn't a
party girl at all. When we go to the clubs,
he knows where the restrooms are. He
knows who's who, and He can introduce
you to people.

I STAY AUTHENTIC TO MYSELF...

Trust me that makes it easier. One of those things
people always mention is that we're extremely
private. We show people what we want. We control
the narrative. I'm not going to allow social media to
consume my life. I know it is a growing market, but
I don't feel I have to post a picture every day. 
 People seemingly don't' understand that artist is
busy doing work. 

I can go off social media in terms of posting a lot,
liking things, or even watching who likes mine
because I'm working. People feel as if you need to
be consistent in this industry, but if they only knew
that when I come back after consistently working,
I'm putting out a great product. 

HARSH
NOTES 





A few years ago, a comment was made about how
younger artists don't always give homage to older
artists, and I was a little bent on the statement. So
I mentioned that we're not sharing because, again,
we go from obscurity to being overwhelmingly
noticed. My FaceBook went from seven hundred
to five thousand friends in about two to three
months. I'd done a track with some producers
from South Africa, and we decided that we would
drop the track and the video at the same time.
Which was my first music video called "Waiting."
We did that, and within days it had gotten stuck in
the algorithm. Suddenly I was getting DJs,
producers and fans, and dudes that wanted to date.
It was bizarre. 

I thought, what the heck, and then I hooked up
with Sean, and we did 'Decided and when
"Decided" came out, it roller-coastered to the
point where you couldn't indulge. I wouldn't have
any time if I listened to every mix that a DJ
tagged me in because I'm in it. What I do, though,
is I will always say thank you even if I don't listen.
So when that comment came out, I felt people
should be made aware of the flipside: we don't
have any experience in this game. We're trying to
figure it out, and when I get tagged in seventy-five
stories by the time I wake up in the morning and 
 I'm on social media, removing my name off things
that I'm not involved in that’s something else.   

I know what I feel in London, and I haven't even
come to the states. Even when being ignored, I
have to be extremely grateful because without
their energy, I don't have anything to say. There
are many great female and male artists and I'm
honored to be in the same conversation. As you
age in life and the business, there will always be a
new younger, more interesting voice out there and
if there is, that's good. 

I am extremely thankful I can look back at the music
I've done and say thank you to whomever; creator, the
universe, whatever. I have no idea what you have
planned for my life, but man, you will take me to some
heights. Thankfully, the "Thank You" track, another
"Deep Soul Syndicate" project that came through me,
sat as number two for a while on the House chart. It sat
on number two behind Kem. Mark Francis had
produced a remix of one of Kem's tracks, and I was so
bothered I was like, "Kem probably doesn't even know
he has a House song."  I sing this song for the Lord.
That was hilarious.

I was really irritated about that. Then someone sent me
an email and said, "can you send me the lyrics to this
song? I'm lost, and I need God," and I thought, whoa,
okay, because of the song's intention. 

I don't specifically put any of those words in my music
because I don't talk about God, and I'm not saying I
don't believe in God. But sometimes, when you
approach people and talk about one specific thing, you
cut off many people who still need to hear the message.
I'd rather lead by example than to preach at them. I
exchanged a couple of messages with him, and he said,
"That song reaches me on a deep, deep level." I
thought that was pretty amazing and then realized that
it didn't matter if I had gotten to number one. I had
gotten to someone.  

Continued..



HARSH NOTES

My family can attest to it if I don't work for a while. It's not nice. I get edgy, and if I can't sing, I
paint. But I don't paint as I sing, but I have painted while listening to my partner do a set. The

artwork that came out of that came out pretty well by the way. One of the things I stand for, and I
say this to producers, is that I am not making crap music. Don't come to me for it. Don't come to me
for the dance floor banger if that's your intention; miss me on that one because I don't know what a
banger is. I have no clue! Honestly, I don't listen to music, and I don't listen to a lot of House music.

I generally hear it because my partner plays it. But if I hear something I like, I'll say, "Oh, that's
dope.”  He'll say, "Oh, that's whomever," and then I'll say, "Oh, that's pretty cool, but I don't go

and follow them. I'm sort of like that.

Most of my songs encompass love in its pain and glory. One of my songs that most represents love in
its many forms is a track called “Anything," and the other is "Without Me" with Pastel Records,
Mr. Eclectic. Then the joy and the glory of it all is that so much love and beauty surround us, but

sometimes, we need someone to say, "Hey, look at this." You can get inundated by depressing news
and stories of hatred and become numb to it, and then you can behave like it. As a counter, I try to
interject as much of the glory of love into every song possible. Even if the song is about the pain of

love, there's always a connection to glory. That is the running theme.



DOODLING
"It's time we start talking and speaking the truth and it's not through fear; it's through love."-MissFly

The song that has gotten the most buzz or 
feedback is 'Stronger together" which was 
written actually when Capitol Hill was taken 
over a few years ago. The news was so 
irritating that it triggered its creation. What I 
wrote speaks to the healers of our community 
to evoke change and confirms that we are 
stronger together, but they pit us apart, and 
we have to be mindful of all those kinds of 
grenades in life. It's time we start talking and 
speaking the truth and it's not through fear; 
it's through love. 
Songs that I've written that would perhaps 
melt those stony hearts would be "To the Sky" 
and "Come Back To Me." Both are sort of a 
double message when it comes to opening 
your heart. One of my songs that people of all 
ages could enjoy would be "I Need Love." 

A song that people could really jam to 
would be "Bliss," another is a song that I 
wrote called "Love Warrior," which is crazy 
because I'm known for Soulful House, so I'm 
usually shocked by the reaction. Then 
there's "Gravity," and I'm shocked again 
when people go crazy and know all the 
words. A hard birth was a song entitled 
"1972." The spoken word part was easy, but 
when I had to come up with the adlibs at the 
end, that was difficult. But boy, the baby 
that came out of that one, gheesh. I'm proud 
of that song because that is the first song 
that I actually recorded for "Deep Soul 
Syndicate."
 It's also a song that I wrote for Sean; it is a 
song about his birth year. One of my songs 
that I often sing as if it belongs to someone 

else is
"Gold." If I could only take one song to a
deserted island, it would be once again "To 
The

ALL PHOTOS BELONG TO AJ HARVEY

else is "Gold." If I could only take one 
song to a deserted island, it would be once 
again "To The Sky," which is a remix of 
Stevie Wonder's "Ribbon In The Sky" 
that came out last month produced by Real 
Soul.
Lastly, when I think of the ultimate 
examples of love for my songs personified, 
everyone becomes muse. When 
introducing myself, I would most likely 
treat the world stage like a room and say, 
"Hey, beautiful people, I just want to take 
the time out to thank you for deciding to 
share some space with me." Let the music 
beat, and then I'd do the show. This is my 
happy place. My father has a saying, and it 
goes… "When I die, put on my tombstone. 
I came, I tried, I left!" - That part!

Sincerely, MissFly
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"THE CREATIVE 

THINKER" 

I am the oldest of three, born in Orange New Jersey. 

My mother gave birth to me at    the young age of 16. 

She was a good mother, but she had her own demons 

she had to deal with. I remember as a kid around the 

age of five, coming into my house seeing people on 

the couch drunk. 

Some would have needles sitting in their arms 

because they were too high and had nodded off before 

they had a chance to remove the needle. It was 

normal seeing this type of thing going on in my house. 

I didn't understand what was going on at the time, nor 

did I care until things really started changing for the 

worse. My mother's drug addicted company would 

come over every day. 

My siblings and I would not have food to eat and 

sometimes we weren't fed for days at a time. My 

mother's so-called boyfriend would beat us all the 

time. I remember being locked in a closet for three 

days with only dry devil dogs to eat. 

My mother's male friends would bring their kids to 

our house, and they would start calling us names 

and hitting us. So, I had to learn how to fight at an 

early age to protect myself and my two younger 

siblings. Although things were pretty bad, there 

were some good times in my house, but that only 

happened when it was just me, my siblings, and my 

mother. 

When I was 5 years old, I was molested by a 

woman, she was my mother's best friend. She made 

me perform oral sex on her and forced me to return 

the favor. It happened twice with the same person.  

I told my mother, but she looked at me like I was 

telling a lie. Looking back on the situation, I realize 

my mother was in denial about what her best friend 

did to me. She tried to twist what I told her around 

by using reverse psychology on me. Putting in my 

head what she wanted me to think happened to me. 

She told to never to say anything to anyone about it 

even though she told my uncles. They made things 



worse by laughing and asking me if it was good and how her 

stuff smelled. Imagine what a 5-year-old little boy feels like 

when experiencing this type of trauma. I felt so alone like it 

was my fault, no one had my back and even though I told, no 

one believed me. Unfortunately, nothing was ever done about 

it. This changed me, I was extremely sexually active, and by 

the time I was 14 years old, I had my first child.

I can remember times when my mother cooked and there 

were roaches in the food. Sometimes she would leave us with 

strangers or family members for days. My mother's neglect 

for us was becoming noticeable and when I was seven years 

old, someone reported her to CPS (Child Protection 

Services). They were going to put us in foster care. My aunt 

stepped in to take temporary custody of us while my mother 

was supposed to be getting herself together.  Being the first 

born I was very close to my mother, so it devastated me 

when we were taken from her. 

My mother was supposed to be trying to get off the drugs so 

she could get us back, but that never happened. I could not 

believe my mom chose drugs over me and my two siblings 

who were three and four at the time.  Now we are in a new 

place, with new rules, and I couldn't adapt. I was upset and 

extremely angry all of the time with fear and anxiety and I 

was rebellious because I wanted my mother and I wanted my 

mother to want me, but she couldn’t due to her addiction. We 

had to adjust to a new way of living with new rules that we 

never had before and were not used to. 

I was the oldest and received most of the beatings.  if I didn't 

make the bed right, clean the room, or wash the dishes 

properly I'd get a beating. These new rules and new way of 

living was like jumping out of the frying pan into the fire. 

You see, we never  had rules like these before. There were 

no consequences to our actions before. We just did what 

we wanted to do and got beatings for no reason. We were 

too young to realize how fortunate we were at the time 

that we were with family and not in the foster care system.  

My anger just sat in me and festered until I let it out by 

doing things like setting fires, lying, and stealing more 

and more. Hoping It would eventually get my mother's 

attention, but once again that never happened.  

Moving forward now we are in the early Eighties, I’m 

about 14 years old and rap is becoming the new thing. I 

wanted to be a break dancer and a DJ so my guardians 

(aunt), bought me my first DJ equipment. I played at a 

few basement parties and was getting a little attention and 

being known as a DJ.  However, I started drinking heavily 

and smoking weed heavily, so now we have another 

problem.  

My auntie stayed on my back, but negatively, saying 

things to me like "you're going to be a drug addict just like 

your mother!"  I tried to act like I didn’t care.  The 

beatings and the punishments didn’t bother me anymore 

because I numbed my feelings with the bottle.  So, they 

came up with a new ultimatum: if I came in the house 

high, they were going to set all my belongings outside on 

the curb.  I kept my end of the bargain still coming in the 

house high and they kept theirs. 

Eventually, I went to live with my grandmother; she was 

my enabler. Now I’m in high school on the football team 

and wrestling team.  I was excelling and was offered a 

scholarship for wrestling. I graduated from high school, 

but by this time I was tired of school.  In 1983 I joined the 



army and discovered I had another issue; napoleon 

complex. I didn't like being short so I would do more 

to prove I was just as good as the next man.  If he did 

75 push-ups, I would do 100 push-ups.  In my mind, I 

was just as tall or strong as any other man. I

 served my country for 11 years and in 1994 I took the 

police exam to become a police officer.  I passed and 

was hired at one of the police stations in Essex 

County. I worked as an officer for about one year 

before I was introduced to cocaine. I was at a party 

when someone gave me my first hit and man, I loved 

the way it made me feel, now I'm doing cocaine every 

day. 

At first, it was just sniffing then I graduated to 

smoking it in a pipe which we called "basing" back 

then.  I was unaware of the unpleasant changes that 

were about to take place in my life. I started to neglect 

my responsibilities and eventually lost my job, house, 

and wife but most of all, I was losing myself. I was 

getting high with the same type of people I would 

have arrested as an officer.  Hanging in abandoned 

buildings, not taking showers, and wearing the same 

clothes and underwear for months at a time. In order 

for me to deal with the mess I made of my life, I 

needed to get higher. My disease of addiction 

progressed, and eventually, I became hooked on 

heroin. At this point, I'm addicted to both crack and 

heroin. I was so caught up in the game, that I was 

sleeping in hallways and abandoned buildings, using a 

5-gallon bucket as my bathroom. I lost everything,

hitting bottom after bottom. All my money went to my

addiction so I would eat cheap junk food like chips

and soda. I wanted to eat, but I lost the ability to make 

the right choices.  My disease would say "forget eating 

we getting high."  It got so bad I was doing stick-ups 

and breaking and enterings. Now I’m an ex-cop going 

back and forth to jail. I just knew my life was over.  

What I didn't know, but soon found out was that the 

GOD of my understanding had a plan for me and 2001 

would be the last time I went to jail.

I was introduced to the program of recovery, where I 

was told, "let us love you until you learn to love 

yourself." I made new friends and they were showing 

me how to live again and exposed me to a new way of 

life. People in recovery know that once you stop getting 

high and the drugs are no longer in your system, you 

start getting your feelings back. I went through an 

emotional rollercoaster, feeling and trying to heal from 

my old childhood wounds. Learning how to deal with 

the pain and hurt I put my loved ones through because 

of my actions. I got a sponsor and started working the 

12 steps and sharing my feelings with others in the 

meetings. Just when I thought things were looking good 

for me, I received more bad news. 

Around 2008 and about my 5th year into my recovery,  

I was diagnosed with prostate and kidney cancer. Once 

again, I'm fighting for my life going through 30 

treatments of radiation and 2 treatments of chemo, 

along with hormone therapy for 2 years.  I was 

Nauseous all the time, throwing up and my skin 

completely darkened. I started questioning God. I can 

remember praying to God and asking him "So you got 

me clean just to kill me, why are you doing this to me?"  

I was engaged to be married but that relationship was 

treatment was over and out of my system. The 

relationship ended because I could not deal with the 

fact that I could not perform as a man. Insecurities set 

in and I started to blame her for things she wasn't doing. 

program and House Music, I became a new man. By me 

staying clean I was eventually able to buy my first 

Pioneer DJ1000SRT. People I knew in the house music 

community would give me music and advice on how to 

get noticed. I started playing on Facebook Live and 

eventually played at a few gigs. Today, I have 18 years 

in recovery, I’m working, I help others in my 

community, and I’m a father and grandfather. I spend 

time with my kids, and I am proud of the fact that my 

kids are in my life today despite what I've been through 

and what I’ve done to others. 

When I feel stressed, instead of turning to drugs to get 

high, I turn to House Music.  

Anonymously Signed: The Creative thinker



suffering because I was impotent due to the chemo and 

radiation treatment. The doctors explained to me that I 

would not be able to have an erection until the treatment 

was over and out of my system. The relationship ended 

because I could not deal with the fact that I could not 

perform as a man. Insecurities set in and I started to 

blame her for things she wasn't doing. Then I found and 

fell in love with the house music scene. Dancing was a 

new way of life for me, where I could express myself 

through the music with the way my feet and body move 

to the loud base I felt from the speakers. On the dance 

floor, I finally felt free from all the stress and pain I had 

experienced in my life and caused in other lives. 

I would lose my negative self when DJing. House music 

was my newfound friend. With my recovery program and 

House Music, I became a new man. By me staying clean I 

was eventually able to buy my first Pioneer DJ1000SRT. 

People I knew in the house music community would give 

me music and advice on how to get noticed. I started 

playing on Facebook Live and eventually played at a few 

gigs. Today, I have 18 years in recovery; I’m working, I 

help others in my community, and I’m a father and 

grandfather. I spend time with my kids, and I am proud of 

the fact that my kids are in my life today despite what I've 

been through and what I’ve done to others. 

When I feel stressed, instead of turning to drugs to get high, 

I turn to House Music.  

ANONYMOUSLY SIGNED. 

THE CREATIVE THINKER 





Gospel/House Artist Crystal Levell 

shares her life's story and journey 

through house music as a singer. 

INTERVIEW BY 

DAWN MONIQUE EDMOND 

Coming from a musical family, it was no surprise to Crystal 
Levell’s uncle David Lawson that she could sing. He overheard 

her singing as a young girl and immediately made sure she 
attended church and that she was in the children’s choir, while 
he simultaneously was in the adult choir.  They were members 
of her grandmother’s church, who was also a musician in her 

own right.



Q: Was your uncle a professional singer?

My uncle David Lawson, was in The Air Force and 
entertained worldwide with Tops and Blues for years, 
he even performed on The Bob Hope Special. And, 
my grandmother was in the Angelic Choir singing 
background with James Cleveland. My family is built 
musically. 

Q: Your grandmother was in the Angelic Choir, 
and you were in your Church's choir, how did it 
fare for you singing R&B, House, and Gospel?

With the R&B, I keep it calm and cool. I have a 
song called, "You're The Only One" which is 
R&B, it talks about a guy and when I first met 
him, and how I felt about him. I just love mixing 
both of them. 
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Pictured: Crystal Levell 

Q: How did you end up intertwining house with gospel? 

Gospel has always been my root and foundation. And when 
I started listening to House, I started loving the rhythm and 
the beats, and the tones and dnuns. I took it from there and I 
started writing. From there I started doing R&B. 

Q: Do you currently sing at church? 

My work schedule interfered with me being in the choir. 
When you're in a choir, you have to make sure that you're 
given 100%. You have to be at rehearsals, be in Church on 
Sundays, and sometimes the choir goes out to sing. I've 
worked as an EMT for the past 23 years; I also work in a 
surgical facility as a patient care coordinator. I would love 
to get into a nice praise and worship team when I can. 
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Q: How was it being in the church and doing the 
music you do, are your fellow parishioners 
judgmental?
I've been singing my whole life, since the age of 4, 
in church. If you go to church, you have to be 
rooted and grounded and know where you stand. If 
you are not rooted and grounded, there's no need 
for you to be out  here doing music. 

It's a blessing that my foundation is gospel. One of 
the things my mentors have put into me is that you 
have to know yourself and know who/what you are. 
That was very helpful, a super lesson. 

Q: Do you write for other musicians? 
Yes. 

Q: Do you produce? 
I've worked with a few producers. I work with Joe 
Flames. Gary Logan of AquaSol Records, and Dave 
LaLa and Dave Lopez who are also with AquaSol 
Records. They were the producers on my remix of 
Lisa Stansfield's "All Women." 

Q: I heard your All Women remix, I love it!  What do 
you have coming down the pike? Are you 
writing currently?
Yes, I am writing.  The “Finally” remix was just 
released with Juan Valentine, Mr. Jones, and Keith 
Kember.  It’s doing pretty well on Track Source.  There 
will be more music coming out soon. 

Q: Have you thought about making an album? 
I'm thinking about it. I'm definitely thinking about it. 
I’m in talks with some producers about making an 
album.

Q: What artist would you like to work with?
I would love to work with Dawn Tallman, Tamela 
Mann, Kirk Franklin, Tasha Page, and Fantasia. 

Q: Which artist would you say you are like, as far as 
your style and your tone?
A lot of people have compared me to Tamela Mann.

Q: So, you have a powerhouse voice?
Yes. And that's a very good compliment.

Q:  Will you be participating in any of the local 
House/Gospel Music events? 
On March 26th I performed at the “Gospel on the 
Grass Spring Celebration” in Kenilworth, NJ., with 
Kenny Bobien, Darren Edward, Virtuous Queen 
Monieb, Mel Cherry, and Apostle Marvin Cratch. It 
was my third time performing house music at the 
Gospel on the Grass Spring Celebration.  I haven’t 
confirmed other events as of this interview so I’m not 
going to speak about them. I want to make sure all the 
tees are crossed, and i’s are dotted before I announce 
events. 

Q: Have you ever thought about making it your 
career? Or is it just something that you love to do? 
I just love singing, I love music. I've been doing this 
for seven years now - this being House Music. To do 
music, you really have to love it. It's very time-
consuming. I wear four and five hats. I work, sing, 
write, and I have my production company, "Tiny Tot 
Productions". I love being independent. My 
independence is very important.

Q: One last question, have you ever experienced stage 
fright? How does that feel when you're performing? 
I get nervous, I get butterflies. But when it comes time 
to perform, you just have to take a deep breath and do. 
I will never say that I'm not nervous. You're always 
going to be nervous before a performance, but it's a 
blessing to be able to perform and let people hear your 
talent. And, you have to have confidence in yourself. If 
you don't have confidence in yourself, there's no use in 
you coming out. If you don't believe in yourself when 
you're up there, nobody else is going to believe you. 
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